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+/- 4-10-2017 
The Harveys1 

 
Why do people seem to be repulsed or kind of shocked when a formerly respected 

man like Harvey Weinberg turns out to be sexually harassing or abusive? As always, the 
‘why’ disappears when one turns within and sees-feels reality – in a direct way. Reality eats 
up all questions and answers. Since most people seem not to have much time, spirit or 
impulse to turn within and meditate, let’s not stop at and hide within this truth, however, and 
dig deeper into the issue in this essay. 

 Many Harvey examples nowadays and countlessly more throughout human history 
understandably give ‘man’ a bad reputation. Helped by the feminist wave of the seventies, 
I’ve grown up with this bad reputation of ‘man’ as, apparently and obviously, the wrong side 
of the coin. 

My point in this respect and throughout all of my writing about ‘man and woman’ is 
that in these current and countless earlier cases of (here:) sexual misconduct of men, it is not 
about ‘man’ who does something wrong or immoral, but there is, in fact, a glaring lack of 
Man – and somehow, women and men alike, still don’t (want to) see this, in itself relatively 
simple but very relevant, point that I make here. Many, most, men, unconsciously and to a 
considerable extent, act out the Woman in themselves – not the Man – and that’s simply why 
(many) women are repulsed by these men. Woman is in Love with Man, not with (a) Woman 
in a male body. To project ‘man’ on the Harveys contributes to, unnescessarily, losing trust in 
Man. 

Men like Harvey, whether they turn to sexually intimidating behaviour or not, have 
become Woman; they have become part of Her world. The Man has deceased long ago – or 
hasn’t seen a (painless) chance to manifest Himself and is still waiting as a rotting potential. 
Once you are not deluded any more by forms – in this case: a male body – it is almost 
impossible not to See how many men have become Woman and act out the (un-transcended) 
Woman in themselves, something that is indeed ugly when this is done by a ‘body’ of the 
wrong sex. And you will be rather shocked by the fact that people keep being deluded by 
forms and name the Harveys: ‘men’. Not coincidentally, some people close to me who are 
(more) embedded in what seems to be solely ‘my’ consciousness, regularly make a seeming 
slip of their tongue when they say ‘she’ when it is about a man who is good at acting out the 
Woman in life. It makes you wonder what the real slip is: perhaps it is the other way round: 
the mistake is calling men ‘man’ who have not, by far, realized or manifested the Man in 
themselves. This mistake causes a lot of confusion, fight and pain about ‘man and woman’ 
that, in principle, could be avoided when we allow ourselves to look deeper into Reality 
Beyond the mere forms. 
                                                
1 To make sure there is no misunderstanding, I’m not talking about sexual rape in this essay. This is 

something of a different category from being harassed, as terrible as this harassing may be in itself 
– even though I fully acknowledge the fact that on subtler human levels of existence the border 
between physical rape and seemingly milder forms of sexual abuse can, in truth, not be so easily 
drawn. 
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Another example that is relevant here of how we are fooled by ‘form’ – and we are 
fooled more than you assume – is when a man tries to make Woman’s Body open up for him. 
In itself this seems a natural act or attitude. However, this, biologically oriented and in fact 
ego-based, perspective hides the fact that a man only manages to play a (crucial) role in 
Opening Woman, if he has reached what is beyond the deluding form of her physical body, 
which is Her Heart. Men who are (sort of) empty inside – since they ‘forget’ to do their Male 
Job of Seeing and Transcending the Woman in themselves – try to open a physical body since 
Woman Herself, Her Heart, won’t open for them in any case. Her Heart, due to a Deeper Law, 
cannot Open for the empty ‘man’ who is filled with (un-transcended) Woman. She, Her 
Deepest Nature, can only Open when the Man in a man manifests Himself – the Man, who, 
by definition and in practice, is the man who is not separate from but in full relation to 
Woman. This is not about personal attractions or preferences; this is about a Deeper Law that 
every seeming individual is subject to. 

Quite a few ‘men’ try to fool Woman – how un-manly can we get – in presenting or 
offering Her things that they think She likes, whether this is safety, muscles, wealth, status, 
fame, a good sense of humour, sex, seeming intelligence, a seeming heart, or whatever. In the 
deeper reality of life, even when Woman takes up such offers, She can buy nothing of all 
these crumbs. She can only Open Up for Man Himself, not for a man. It is important to See 
the difference between the seemingly personal level – in which individuals try to get 
something for themselves – and the Deeper Impersonal Reality Itself in which we cannot 
influence the Process of Love. 

Trying to hurry the process up or, more or less, forcing oneself upon Woman, is 
clumsy and shows a lack of Intelligence. An empty female body is then, ‘at best’, the poor 
result that one might get, if Her Heart has not in truth Opened for the man. ‘Men’ start at the 
wrong end of the stick, when they try to open up a Woman’s body and try to get a woman 
down into the lower spheres of human existence of which the sexual realm is also part. In 
fact, there is no right end to start at. The whole process of Woman truly Opening for Man 
happens beyond our petty individual attempts. Making attempts instead of surrendering to the 
deeper Reality of Man and Woman where hurrying up or cheating no longer make sense, 
causes a lot of trouble for women and for men too. 

Man – as He Is – is, basically, Free from (secret or overt) attempts to open up a 
woman. He Meditates-Feels Woman instead of using subtle crowbars that are forged in the 
Ego that He borrowed from Woman and has never returned: the latter makes him a thief too. 
Man – as He Is – Responds to Woman; He is not a hunter, or a thief, or a secret beggar. Men 
who are, one way or another, busy with sexual or other forms of abuse of women, have lost 
Contact with the Man in themselves, or, perhaps and probably, in many cases this loss has 
been there already ever since they were born or even since conception. The Man in a man 
needs to be Born here on earth as a Second Birth, after the first physical one through his 
mother’s birth channel. 

This Second Birth can happen – or at least be facilitated – when women finally 
become harder on men who refuse to manifest the Man in themselves, when women – and all 
the more when this happens en masse – reject the men who are lazy in regard to comfortably, 
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like ‘Woman’, acting out the Woman in themselves, instead of standing as a Man in the world 
with Truth as His First Love, in which the Love for Woman is but a totally Natural and 
Integral part. Woman’s task regarding ‘men as the many’ – men who refuse to Embody and 
Live the One – is not to, in service of their career, go along with Female games acted out in or 
by male bodies, and afterwards be indignant about being sexually harassed – nasty as it is in 
itself. When Woman finds Her Love for Man as He Is more important than her own career, of 
course She ‘simply’ turns away in disgust when a man (who seems to be in a powerful 
position) sexually approaches her in whatever way and when she’s not pleased with this (at 
all). 

Leaving aside physical power for now, which nowadays in the modern society has 
become less relevant, men have, in principle, no power unless women give this to them. And 
they grant them this power by – still, after all these centuries, millennia – sexually ‘receiving’ 
them, even if they have abusive tendencies, by apparently being attracted to them, by what 
seems to be power, worldly power – not speaking about the Power That the Heart Is. Why do 
women still vote for the Trumps (and less extremely disgusting examples of what ‘should’ 
have been ‘man’) and sleep with them? Isn’t it, after all, time to turn inward and Find the truth 
in Woman Herself? These are rhetorical questions. 

 Man is not ‘something’ opposite Woman – only in Woman’s natural Duality this can 
be seen this way. Man, as Such, as He Is, Exists as the Transcendence of Woman. When this 
Transcendence of Woman – which is only possible in His Heart – does not happen, (a) man 
becomes increasingly (part of) Woman(’s world of Duality and Her perspective). A boy 
cannot really Transcend yet and therefore the Man in himself cannot Manifest yet – not before 
His second birth – even though, obviously, some boys, by nature, have received more talent to 
do this later than others. 

 
It’s not realistic when Woman expects that she can simply use the substitutes of ‘man’ 

for her career and that’s the end of it. When the (un-transcended) Woman in a male body is 
very present and demanding, when She isn’t Seen-Felt and hasn’t returned to Man, the ‘male 
body’ wants something in return and intuitively Woman knows this, she can smell this; it 
stems from Her own world after all. Instead of unambiguously rejecting the ‘Woman-men’, 
many women make use of them, since they serve their interests. Women’s ego seems free to 
do whatever it wants, but she must not be surprised that sexual harassment will continue and 
continue as long as She keeps choosing the Woman-men, as long as She keeps supporting – 
and even co-creates – the division between Heart and Sex. 

The Woman who is in Love, not afraid of Love, turns away from the Harveys and the 
Trumps. But, again, when power, career, safety and so on, are more important than Love – 
and this is, without blaming them in the least for it, simply a fact for most women here on 
earth – the sexual harassment will continue. And regularly some complaining about this will 
get in the news, and people may be indignantly shocked again, almost as a boring exercise. 

Of course, it is no solution to – in the disputable supposition there is a border between 
right and wrong – throw out a few rotten apples from the basket: there will always be new 
ones again. The – un-Seen, un-Transcended – Woman in the man is the original ‘problem’ 
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that is not being tackled. The problem is not a cultural one in the sense that when enough men 
would see how the sexually harassing men are being cast out, they will stop their behaviour. 
In principle, punishment doesn’t work. Like it or not, a deeper Law says that ‘action is 
reaction’. Repression is not a sensible alternative for acting out. Only turning within and 
Seeing the truth – saying that, in the earthly reality, Love is considered less important than 
Woman’s (world of earthly) interests – could possibly make some shift in awareness, instead 
of trying to dry a flooded room without turning off the taps. 

Woman has the power to make a significant change when it comes to sexual 
harassment by what people consider ‘men’. The main ‘language’ most ‘men’ listen to in this 
respect is sexual rejection. Sexual rejection by the Opposite Sex forces ‘men’ to turn inward 
sooner or later – probably sooner. Woman’s rejection can – in principle, if Woman takes Her 
very important Rejection function seriously – function as a mirror of the state of men’s Heart. 
As long as Woman ‘buys’ or partly accepts the barter between having her earthly interests 
met and offering sex (actual sex or sexual games and flirting) in return as some kind of a 
surrogate but phoney reception, ‘men’ stay deaf. If men see that women allow, receive, men 
who not only respect Woman when it comes to sexuality, but also selflessly give their Heart 
to Woman, they – and not without feeling their ‘own’, in the end impersonal, pain in this 
respect – are forced to adjust themselves to this new strange situation. This, sexual rejection 
of the Harveys, is not the same as punishment. This is letting Woman’s Deeper Nature Do Its 
Work. 

As always, only Consciousness – as far as It is Embedded in the Heart – works. If 
Woman develops further and gains more Clarity on the fact that reproduction of Herself via 
having sex with a ‘man’, is not truly satisfactory – and Sees that, in fact, it never was, not for 
herself nor for her children – She can be more firm in rejecting the sexual component in 
‘men’ as far and as long as this is not (wholly) embedded in his heart and doesn’t stem from 
there. She can, gradually or, potentially, radically, turn to ‘reproduction of Love’ on earth 
instead of sex(uality), instead of reproduction of interests. 

A main background of the fact that the ‘new strange situation’ is not reality yet – 
although I can’t say that nothing at all is moving in this respect, little as it is – is that Woman 
(or at least the more powerful side of Her), so far, is still more interested in the old standards 
of what seems to be a strong ‘man’ – and she allows ‘him’ to be the father of her children – 
than a ‘man’ who has and actually manifests more heart and who, in her judgement – whether 
this is justified or not – seems less strong (or too weak) on an earthly level. 

Woman, as far as She seems to know Herself, without turning into Her Dark side, 
intuitively – and egoically – assumes that ‘man’ should solve this matter of division in 
Himself and come to Her ready-to-eat, so to speak, as the Whole Man who is present in his 
Heart and active in all the levels of human existence – the Prince on the White Horse in the 
fairy tales or in Her imagination. Without Woman’s (partly) cooperation, however, men will 
not Be and Embody that Man. Man is a Mirror, ‘Something’ That is Making Conscious. If 
Woman doesn’t (want to) look into the (purer) Mirror – but prefers to keep complaining about 
the dirty mirrors that many ‘men’ are or seem to be – the Whole Man doesn’t manifest 
Himself, or possibly only exceptionally in a few male bodies far away from the ‘normal’ 
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world, from society that tries to kill the difference between Man and Woman in vain (which is 
an absurd activity in itself that seems good for the economy but certainly not for humanness, 
for Life itself that lives on Duality and can’t be and shouldn’t be ‘professionalized’ away). 

It is important to add that Woman is less interested in the Whole Man than She thinks. 
When the Whole man manifests Himself and She would turn to Him, to His Heart, She can no 
longer Divide and Rule. Despite the fact that women are regularly being sexually harassed – 
and without contradicting this fact – Woman uses Her sexuality to Divide and Rule. If Her 
sexuality had been an ‘instrument’ of Love, the whole human world would have looked very 
differently from how it does. The Whole Man is non-manipulable, He doesn’t ‘buy’ Woman’s 
sexuality in any way, or at least not for its own sake, and so He can’t be used for Woman’s 
interests. This is not in the film-script of Woman’s Ego. If sexual harassment is supposed to 
become a rarity on earth, sooner or later Woman needs to See Her Own Ego in the Eye, Her 
Dividing and Ruling in the Dark – which is a world that unconscious men are part of and in 
which they, in their blindness and lack of Man, often (try to) outclass their Mistress. 

Is Woman really served by playing the victim? Is She served by giving away or 
denying Her own responsibility? Giving away Her responsibility to the Harveys seems at least 
not the first thing to do when She’d be heading for finding Love. It’s true that, on a physical-
energetic level, most women don’t have the temperament of someone like Anca who won’t 
hesitate for a second to totally beat up a man on the street when he pinched her in her 
buttocks, while the group of friends of the guy stood there clumsily laughing and watching 
the scene. But, in any case, (a) Woman who Knows Herself is not seducible or confused by 
the Woman in the Harveys and goes Her own way. She doesn’t need to accept anything of the 
Harveys. She’s not interested in them, and in what they seem to have to offer. She Knows 
what she Loves in (a) Man, and, by Her Nature, She knows what to reject in ‘man’: She 
Rejects what is not Man in a man. She doesn’t play games with it. 

Rejecting the un-transcended Woman in men is the real emancipation of Woman. This 
is something radically different from the boring battle between the sexes for power. By being 
honest to Herself She can only – and at least Intuitively – Recognize what is not-Man. This 
Recognition is the same as the Rejection of the ‘man’ who refuses to Be or Embody the Man 
Who is Responsible of His Nature. Man’s Responsibility is not something that should be or 
could be culturally enforced on men, but is something Naturally there and wholly including 
the Natural Respect for Woman out of Love. When it is not naturally there in a man, Woman, 
naturally, Rejects. Not saying that it’s so easy, but still, when Woman takes Herself wholly 
seriously – instead of (secret identification as) herself with all her seeming interests – the 
seeming ‘problem’ of the Harveys will, for a considerable part, be dissolved of itself. 

When Woman will finally become tired of and fed up with Her Own Drama around 
Sexuality and turns to Love – to Loving Man as He Is instead of using caricatures of ‘men’ 
for Her own seeming interests – men, as Her mirrors, can only follow. So far Woman is 
mainly paying lip service to one side of Herself, the side She prefers to identify Herself with, 
the loving side. The Lower side with its own interests is not impressed by the lip service and 
goes its own way. The Harveys will not be impressed by the lip service and they will assume 
new names, new faces, new hands and genitals, new fake hearts, but will keep harassing 
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regularly until finally Woman Sees in the Dark. Until then, the dirty mirrors seem to profit 
from Woman’s lack of Clarity, of Her being divided into High and Low, from Her Duality. 
But what is this gain really worth? Does it deserve that name? Does Woman really assume 
that a ‘man’ is satisfied when he has some sexual satisfaction but is not Truly Received by 
Woman’s Heart? That is nothing. That is just as empty as a woman’s career, whether this is 
helped by tolerating sexual harassment by the ‘men’ in ‘power’, or not. 

 A lot becomes clearer when one understands that Woman is Dual of Her Nature. The 
more Man is a Mirror – in the case that He has Found Himself as the One, the One Indivisible 
Heart – this can be Seen all the better. Once, when I was with a woman, she was feeling bad 
and fed up with her state and suddenly became angry with me: why did I never try to seduce 
her, to chat her up, she complained. She felt stuck and wanted to feel better. I was supposed to 
flirt with her, touch her in a nice way, if not paw her. I ‘refused’. Or, rather, a mirror cannot 
function as an ego. If, on other occasions, she opened up for me, I, naturally, ‘went in’. As 
man I follow. I can Meditate (a) Woman’s stuckness – and if she follows me in not resisting 
the result of this Meditation, she will feel relief – but I cannot force anything through mere 
forms, through changing my behaviour. Forms are empty. 

Another example seeing Woman’s Duality, and there are countless examples: in 
Holland the authorities are now preparing to give really big fines to men who whistle at a 
woman. One side of woman is pleased with this. But what about the other side of Herself, the 
one that wants men to show they like her, perhaps through less worn-out habits that show 
more sensitivity – the side that likes to feel wanted? If one doesn’t understand Duality, one is 
almost convicted in discussions to choose one side – saying bye to the truth therefore, which 
can never be one of the Two. 

If one, man or woman, has the guts to really Enter Woman on a Feeling-
Consciousness level, one discovers that one side of Woman wants – at least in its extremity – 
to have total control over men (or at least over one example of ‘man’). One will find that She 
is much more busy in the subject of power than She realizes. And then again, the other side of 
Her feels such control would be terrible and for Her would be like death itself. She cannot 
truly love a ‘man’ who, unconsciously, lets himself be controlled by Her. An open Eye can 
only conclude that in the earthly reality there is not one woman: there are Two, Two Forces 
that inherently Fight within Her. Often, usually, Woman has a preference for one side of 
Herself. If, in this constellation, (a) ‘man’ shows the other, unwanted side, one should not 
conclude that the ‘man’ is wrong (nor that this one side of Woman Herself is wrong). As I 
have said: there is no Man when he only shows ‘the other side of Herself’ and ‘forgets’ to 
show the One Heart Beyond the Two: Man Himself. 

 
Only the Man Who will Show Himself Beyond Woman’s Duality will be Truly 

Received by Woman’s Heart. This is the Law. Woman Who Finds this Man in Her Heart is 
naturally (aware of having always been) repulsed by the Harveys and also by less repulsive 
clones of him. There is a big chance She will actually start energetically vomiting when ‘men’ 
approach her with sexuality without Heart. The Woman Who has Found (Her Love for) Man 
in Herself is not interested any more in (the tedious drama around) the Harveys that represent 
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one side of Herself, of Her own Duality – at least not interested for Herself, not denying Her 
compassion for other women in this respect. For She Knows Both Sides and is no longer a 
slave of this Duality that keeps swinging in the Dark and that kept Her restless when it was 
not consciously Seen-Felt. 

‘Harvey’ is not the problem. Basically, there is no problem. Instead of problematizing, 
I would rather say: how far is Woman in looking into the Mirror? Does She still need many 
dirty mirrors that reflect badly and still need to condemn them – and, thus, sustain the fight 
with what seems to be ‘man’ (but what turns out to be the judged, sexual, side of Herself)? Or 
is She developing Herself in looking into the increasingly pure Mirror – and let the fight of 
old transcend into Love? 

Giving Woman back Her Responsibility is not a denial of reality or part of a 
judgement but an act of Love. When Woman Serves Man’s Heart, Man will Serve Her Heart. 
When Woman prefers Her sexuality to be served, men will serve that way. No problem. 


